








 Prijave članov žirije in članov Organizacijske skupine Mofucona na cosplay tekmovanje bodo 
 zavržene. Člani društva Makkon lahko tekmujejo na cosplay tekmovanju. 

 Če tekmovalec uniči ali poškoduje opremo, mora plačati za popravilo opreme ali za nakup 
 nove opreme. Organizatorji Mofucona imajo pravico do spremembe pravil in programa. 

 /// 

 * To participate, an application must be sent in for the Cosplay competition, which can be 
 done by filling the form above. Applications are possible until all the spaces are filled, or until 
 10.12.2022 by 15:00. 
 * The costume for the competition must be at least 30% handmade. The parts that are 
 handmade must be described on stage. If the information is false, the competitor will be 
 disqualified from the Cosplay competition. 
 * A reference picture of the represented character is needed for participation in the Cosplay 
 competition. 
 * The order of the performances is in the order of applications. If the contestant misses the 
 performance, they have the option to present after all the other contestants have finished. 
 * Inappropriate behaviour, stripping, nudity and vulgar behaviour are prohibited during the 
 time of festival Mofucon; the Cosplay competition isn't an exception to this rule. 
 * Littering on the stage is not allowed: spilling water or other liquids on the stage, tossing 
 glitter and confetti... What the contestant brings to the stage is also taken off the stage by 
 the contestant. 
 * Strictly forbidden is the use of flammable substances (fireworks, rockets, matches, flint, 
 etc). This applies to the entire area of festival Mofucon. 
 * It is not allowed to present under the influence of drugs or other intoxicating substances. 
 * Using animals on stage, dead or alive, is not allowed. 
 * Throwing objects at the audience or judges is not allowed. 
 * Special effects must be announced upfront. Sharp objects aren't allowed and need to be 
 cleared by the judges and event organizers, 

 Applications for the Cosplay competition made by the judges or the members of the 
 Organisation team of Mofucon event will be rejected. Members of the Makkon society are 
 allowed to compete in the Cosplay competition. 

 If the contestant destroys or damages the equipment, the contestant must pay for repairs or 
 replacement equipment. Organizers of Mofucon hold the right to change the rules and the 
 program. 


